
The free standing Avero adjustable height bath is the latest 
generation of patient handling baths with bariatric capacity.  
 
This beautifully designed specialist tub has been sculptured to 
give the maximum internal size with minimum external length, 
giving the client plenty of room to move. 
 
This contemporary, elegant, timeless and ergonomically designed 
bath will accommodate all types of Astor-Bannerman mobile/
ceiling hoists, internal supports and cushions to benefit all clients’ 
needs.  If using with a hoist, the unique patented Astor-
Bannerman Neatfold drying and changing stretcher can be added 
to the Avero bath.  This enables additional client care to be 
carried out without unnecessary transfer, whilst the heat from the bath keeps the client comfortable and warm.  
 
The double tub thickness with insulation layer helps maintain water temperature and the bath can be shortened 
for individual clients using an optional footboard which can be slotted securely into 3 different positions.  
Premium, chrome brass grab handles can also be added if required to assist with user comfort. 
 
As with most Astor-Bannerman assisted baths, the Avero has a 3 year warranty* for complete peace of mind and 
a wide range of thermostatic mixer tap options including WRAS approved gantry shower if required.  A warm air 
spa can be added which gives a relaxing massaging effect along with an aromatherapy system if desired along 
with colour changing LED lights and an integrated Bluetooth speaker system to help stimulate the senses giving 
the ultimate bathing experience. 
 
The Avero is also available as a standard fixed height bath in 2 different heights of either 650mm or 750mm. 
 
The Avero baths are also available in almost any colour, so let your imagination go wild and try something new! 

SWL 300kg/47¼st 
Height range 680mm - 1080mm (400mm) 
External dimensions 2100mm (L) x 800mm (W) 
Height-adjustable (mains electric) 
Floor and ceiling hoist access 
Free standing 
Double thermos insulated tub 
Fixed height models available - 650mm or 750mm (H) 
3 Year warranty* 
 
 
 
 
*Terms and conditions apply 

Thermostatic valves with shower attachment 
WRAS shower gantry system 
Neatfold shower and changing stretcher 
Air spa system 
Aromatherapy system (with air spa only) 
Integrated Bluetooth music/sound system 
LED colour changing light system 
Removable footboard 
Chrome brass grab handles 
Internal knee block and telescopic knee brace 
Body, head and neck support cushions 
3 Stage backrest support 
Range of service & warranty packages - 
Contact for more information 

Product Specification: 
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With optional patented 

Neatfold Stretcher 

Comfort arm contours with 

optional grab handles 

Removable adjustable 

footboard  

Optional LED colour 

changing light system 



Technical Drawing: 

Dependency Level: 

Features: 

Application: 

Options: 

Astor-Bannerman Unit 11F Coln Park, Andoversford, Cheltenham, Gloucestershire, GL54 4HJ 
sales@astorbannerman.co.uk          01242 820820          www.astorbannerman.co.uk 

 

Model: Avero Height Adjustable Bath 

Product Code/s: 00.100.00.0001 
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Dimensions: 2100mm (L) x 800mm (W) 

Height Range: 680mm - 1080mm (400mm) 
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